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Abstract
Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a network of wireless mobile 
nodes (MN) which communicate with each other without any 
centralized control or established infrastructure. Routing is the 
process of selecting paths in a network along which data is to be 
sent. Routing is a critical task in MANET where the nodes are 
mobile. Dynamic and reliable routing protocols are required in 
the ad-hoc wireless networks, as they have no infrastructure (base 
station) and their network topology changes. There are various 
protocols for handling the routing problem in the ad-hoc wireless 
network environment. The objective of this paper is to review the 
current state of the art of existing routing protocols for MANETs, 
and compare different approaches. There are three main classes 
of routing protocols for MANETs: reactive, proactive and hybrid. 
Finally, the comparison of two protocols MAODV (Tree based) 
and ODMRP (Mesh based) are presented under some specified 
condition using Qualnet-5.0. 
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I. Introduction
In recent years, the progress of communication technology has 
made wireless devices smaller, less expensive and more powerful. 
The rapid technology advance has provoked great growth in 
mobile devices connected to the Internet. Hence various wireless 
network technologies such as 3G, 4G of cellular network, ad-hoc, 
IEEE 802.11 based wireless local area network (WLAN) and 
Bluetooth are used. IEEE 802.15.4 is a very important technology 
of ubiquitous wireless sensor network [1]. 
MANET is a collection of nodes, which form an arbitrary and 
dynamic network with wireless links. Links between the nodes 
can change with time, new nodes can join the network and other 
nodes can leave it [2].
Proactive protocols are not much suitable for MANETs because 
of their huge routing overheads. Among on demand protocols, 
mesh based protocols are better than conventional tree based 
protocols [3].
The key factor that determines, how efficiently a multi-hop wireless 
network reacts to topology changes and node mobility is the 
routing protocol that provides routes for every node in the network. 
Routing is performed for many kinds of networks, including the 
telephone network (Circuit switching), electronic data networks 
(such as the Internet) and transportation networks. This article is 
concerned primarily with routing in electronic data networks which 
uses packet switching technology. In packet switching networks, 
routing directs packet forwarding from their source toward their 
ultimate destination through intermediate nodes. This is done using 
hardware devices called routers, bridges, gateways, firewalls or 
switches. General purpose computers can also forward packets and 
perform routing, though they are not specialized hardware devices 
they may suffer from limited performance. The routing process 
usually directs data packets on the basis of routing tables which 
maintain a record of the routes to various network destinations. 

Most routing algorithms use only one path at a time, but multipath 
routing techniques enable the use of multiple alternative paths [4]. 
A communication session is achieved either through single-hop 
transmission if the recipient is within the transmission range of the 
source node, or by relaying through intermediate nodes otherwise. 
For this reason, MANETs are also called multi-hop packet radio 
network. However, the transmission range of each low-power 
node is limited to each other’s proximity, and out-of-range nodes 
are routed through intermediate nodes. 
Although there are already a few surveys in the area and some of 
them are even cited by this paper itself, some of them are out of date. 
This paper includes new technical trends such as overlay multicast, 
network coding-based multicast, energy efficient multicast etc. 
and the classification of the multicast protocols is a novel aspect 
of this article. Authors do not follow the classification methods of 
either the convention internet multicast or the methods of previous 
work, which already presented different survey studies in the area 
and provide enough insight on the classification of the current 
research work in the field. Author’s primary goal is to provide 
a useful taxonomy of the field of multicast routing protocol, 
which is comprehensive and up-to-the-minute. To accomplish 
this goal, Authors identify those basic components of a multicast 
routing protocol, break them down into the necessary separate 
mechanisms, and categorize properties we feel the mechanisms 
need to provide in order to fulfill its function for the multicast 
routing protocol [12].
The results presented in this survey can be used by the research 
community and this can lead to a new paradigm for the comparison 
of multicast routing protocols. 

II. Routing Techniques
Routing is the process of selecting paths in a network along which 
data to be sent. In an ad-hoc network, mobile nodes communicate 
with each other using multi hop wireless links.
There is no stationary infrastructure; each node in the network also 
acts as a router, forwarding data packets for other nodes. A central 
challenge in the design of ad-hoc networks is the development 
of dynamic routing protocols that can efficiently find routes 
between two communicating nodes. The routing protocol must 
be able to keep up with the high degree of node mobility that 
often changes the network topology drastically and unpredictably 
[1]. Ad-hoc radio networks have various implementation areas 
like military, emergency, conferencing and sensor applications. 
Each of these application areas has their specific requirements 
for routing protocols. In military applications low probability of 
detection and interception is a key factor, in sensor applications 
low or minimum energy consumption is a precondition for an 
autonomous operation. In conference applications a guaranteed 
quality of service for multimedia services is a needed feature. All 
these application areas have some features and requirements for 
protocols in common. Because of multiple and diverse ad-hoc 
protocols, there is an obvious need for a general taxonomy to 
classify protocols considered [5]. Routing protocols are divided 
into two categories namely, proactive and reactive.
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A. Proactive Routing Protocols
In proactive routing, each node has one or more tables that 
contain the latest information of the routes to any other node 
in the network. Various table-driven protocols differ in the way 
how the information propagates through all nodes in the network 
when topology changes. The proactive routing protocols are not 
suitable for larger networks as they need to maintain each and 
every node entries in the routing table. This causes more overhead 
in the routing table leading to consumption of more bandwidth. 
Examples of such schemes are the conventional routing schemes: 
Destination sequenced distance vector (DSDV), Bellman ford 
protocol, optimized link state protocol (OLSR) etc.

1. Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR)
It is a proactive routing protocol where the routes are always 
available when needed. OLSR is an optimized version of a pure 
link state protocol. The topological changes cause the flooding of 
the topological information to all available hosts in the network. To 
reduce the possible overhead in the network protocol multipoint 
relays (MPR) are used. Reducing the time interval for the control 
messages transmission brings more reactivity to the topological 
changes [6]. OLSR uses two kinds of the control messages namely 
hello and topology control. Hello messages are used for finding 
the information about the link status and the host’s neighbors. 
Topology control messages are used for broadcasting information 
about its own advertised neighbors, which includes at least the 
MPR selector list [6].

B. Reactive Protocols (On-demand)
Reactive routing is also known as on-demand routing protocol 
since they do not maintain routing information or routing activity 
at the network nodes if there is no communication. If a node wants 
to send a packet to another node then this protocol searches for 
the route in an on-demand manner and establishes the connection 
in order to transmit and receive the packet. The route discovery 
occurs by flooding the route request packets throughout the 
network. Examples of reactive routing protocols are the Ad-hoc 
On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV), Location Aided 
Routing (LAR) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [7].

1. Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)
This protocol performs route discovery using control messages 
route request (RREQ) and route reply (RREP) whenever a 
node wishes to send packets to destination. When source node 
receives the route error (RERR) message, it can reinitiate route. 
Neighborhood information is obtained from broadcasted hello 
packets. It is a flat routing protocol which does not need any 
central administrative system to handle the routing process. AODV 
tends to reduce the control traffic messages overhead at the cost 
of increased latency in finding new routes. The AODV protocol 
is a loop free and uses sequence numbers to avoid the infinity 
counting problem which is typical to the classical distance vector 
routing protocols [8].

2. Location Aided Routing (LAR)
Location aided routing [9], is an enhancement to flooding 
algorithms to reduce flooding overhead. Most on-demand methods, 
including DSR and AODV use flooding to obtain a route to the 
destination. LAR aims to reduce the overhead to send the route 
requests only into a specific area, which is likely to contain the 
destination. For this purpose the notions of expected zone and 
request zone are introduced. The expected zone covers the area 

in which the destination is expected. Since the expected zone 
need not contain the source node, a larger area must be covered 
by flooding. This expanded expected zone is called request zone 
and is used to restrict the flooding; i.e. only nodes that are part 
of the request zone can forward a route request. On unsuccessful 
route discoveries, the request zone may need to be expanded 
further, possibly covering the whole network. Such subsequent 
route requests increase the initial latency for connections. This 
results in a tradeoff between reduced overhead and increased 
latency which needs to be balanced carefully.

3. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
In dynamic source routing, source node floods a route request to 
all nodes which are in the wireless transmission range. Source 
routing protocol is composed of two main mechanisms to allow 
the discovery and maintenance of source routes in the ad hoc 
networks. To commence the route discovery mechanism, wireless 
node floods a route request to all nodes which are in the wireless 
transmission range. The initiator (source) and target (destination) 
of the route discovery is identified by each route request packet. 
The source node also provides a unique request identification 
number in its route request packet. For responding to the route 
request, the target node generally scans its own route cache for 
a route before sending the route reply toward the initiator node. 
However, if no suitable route is found, target will execute its own 
route discovery mechanism in order to reach toward the initiator 
[10]. The route maintenance mechanism is used when the source 
node is unable to use its current route to the destination due to 
changes in the network topology. In such case, the source has to 
use any other route to the destination.
However, it may invoke the route discovery mechanism again 
to discover a new route. A routing entry in DSR contains all 
the intermediate nodes of the route rather than just the next hop 
information. A source puts the entire routing path in the data packet 
and the packet is sent through the intermediate nodes specified 
in the path. If the source does not have a routing path to the 
destination, then it performs a route discovery by flooding the 
network with a route request (RREQ) packet. Any node that has 
a path to the destination in question can reply to the RREQ packet 
by sending a route reply (RREP) packet. The reply is sent using 
the route recorded in the RREQ packet. 
The advantages of this routing are to provide multiple routes and 
avoid loop formation where as disadvantages are large end-to-
end delay, scalability problems caused by flooding and source 
routing mechanisms.

C. Hybrid Routing Protocols
Hybrid Routing Protocols combines the merits of proactive and 
reactive routing protocols by overcoming their demerits. In this 
section some light on hybrid routing protocol is given.

1. Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)
Proactive routing uses excess bandwidth to maintain routing 
information, while reactive routing involves long route request 
delays. Reactive routing also inefficiently floods the entire network 
for route determination. The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [11] 
aims to address the problems by combining the best properties of 
both the proactive and reactive approaches. In ad-hoc network, 
it can be assumed that the largest part of the traffic is directed to 
nearby nodes. Therefore, ZRP reduces the proactive scope to a 
zone centered on each node. In a limited zone, the maintenance 
of routing information is easier. Further, the amount of routing 
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information never used is minimized. In ZRP each node is assumed 
to maintain routing information only for those nodes that are 
within its routing zone. Because the updates are only propagated 
locally, the amount of update traffic required to maintain a routing 
zone does not depend on the total number of network nodes. 
A node learns its zone through a proactive scheme Intra zone 
Routing Protocol (IARP). For nodes outside the routing zone, 
Inter-zone Routing Protocol (IERP) is responsible for reactively 
discovering routes to destinations located beyond a node’s routing 
zone. The IERP is distinguished from standard flooding-based 
query/response protocols by exploiting the structure of the routing 
zone. The routing zones increase the probability that a node can 
respond positively to a route query. This is beneficial for traffic 
that is destined for geographically close nodes [11].

D. Multicast Routing Protocols can be Classified Based 
on Fallowing Properties

Layer: The network layer that routing protocol targeting• 
Topology: The topology that used by protocol • 
Routing scheme: The routing scheme selected for protocol• 
Initialization: The node selected for initialization process.• 

1. Classification by Network Layers Responsibilities of 
Network Layers
The IP layer is responsible for routing data between a source 
destination pair (end-to-end), while the MAC layer is responsible 
for ensuring that the data are correctly delivered to the destination 
(reliability), which requires the application layer to buffer data 
locally until acknowledgments (ACKs) have been received.

(a). IP Layer Multicast Routing IPMR
As stated in frequently quoted IP layer Multicast routing protocols, 
IPMR requires cooperation of all the nodes of the network. They 
also require forwarders (intermediate) nodes to maintain their 
per group state. The network (IP) layer implements minimal 
functionality, “best effort” unicast datagram service, while the 
overlay network implements multicast functionalities such as 

dynamic membership maintenance, packet duplication, and 
multicast routing.

(b). Overlay Multi-cast Routing OMR
OMR has been considered as basic approach by few proposals 
in earlier and current literature. Based on the OMR, we can 
conclude that the OMR model can be the choice for fallowing 
considerations:

It is simple to deploy, because it does not require changes at • 
the network layer;
intermediate (forwarder) nodes do not have to maintain their • 
per group state for each multicast group (maintaining that 
state has always been a problem in multicasting, even on 
the Internet); 
the creation of a virtual (logical) topology hides routing • 
complications, such as link failure instances, which are left 
to be taken care of at the network layer; and finally 
Overlay multicasting can deploy the capabilities of lower-• 
layer protocols in providing flow control, congestion control, 
security, or reliability according to the requirements of the 
application. Overlay multicasting can refer as multiple 
unicast routing paths, hence all multicast data packets are 
relayed from one group member to another in the form of 
a unicast packet, a large number of packet collisions and 
low resource utilization may result, especially where group 
member location density is high.

(c). MAC layer Multicast Routing MMR
MAC layer multicasting is aimed at improving network efficiency 
through the implementation of positive Ack and retransmission 
policies for multicast data transmission. This may cause significant 
end-to-end latencies in multicast data delivery, especially if the 
source and destination are separated by a large number of hops. 
In addition, this method may increase the node buffer size. A 
reliable and efficient MAC layer multicast protocol can improve 
the performance of multicast communication

E. Classification by Route Construction Approach:

1. Tree based Approaches
As in fixed (non-mobile) multicast routing, tree-based protocols 
build a tree over which multicast data is forwarded. Although tree 
based approaches are bandwidth-efficient, they do not always 
offer sufficient robustness and due to mobility susceptible for 
link failure.

(a). Source-Tree-based approach
In this approach each source node creates a single multicast tree 
spanning all the members in a group. Usually, the path between 
the source and each member is not the shortest.

(b). Shared-Tree based approach
In this approach only one multicast tree is created for a multicast 
group which includes all the source nodes. This tree is rooted at 
a node referred as the core node. Each source uses this tree to 
initiate a multicast. Shared-Tree-based approach not considering 
the shortest path for routing, but it considers single point of failure, 
hence it maintains more routing information that leads to overhead. 
In addition, the traffic is aggregated on the shared tree rather than 
evenly distributed throughout the network, which gives it low 
throughput.
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(i). Mesh-based approach
In this approach source to all receivers connects under mesh 
topology. Here in this topology there can be multiple paths between 
source and any connected node that cause resilient to link failure 
and higher packet delivery. On other side this topology leads to 
capacity wastage, power inefficacy, and redundant transmission 
of data packets causes more overheads. Finally, the Mesh-based 
approach is much more suitable than the Tree based approach for 
MANETs. Hence it is evident that mesh based approaches are 
more suitable for Manets.

(ii). Hybrid Approach
In order to achieve both robustness and efficiency, the Hybrid 
approach attempts to combine both the Mesh-based and the Tree-
based approaches.

(iii). Stateless Approach
This stateless approach is optimal to avoid the overhead caused 
by mesh or tree construction. Since it is not scalable and stable, 
suits only to small multicast group networks. In this approach, 
instead of maintaining the routing information at every forwarding 
node, a source explicitly mentions the destination list in the packet 
header.

F. Classification by Group Maintenance Approach
MANETs suffer from frequent link breaks due to the lack of 
mobility of the nodes, which makes efficient group maintenance 
necessary.

1. Proactive Soft State
Proactive soft state approach maintains the multicast group by 
refreshing the group membership and associated routes by flooding 
the control packets periodically

2. Reactive Hard State
In this approach routes are reconfigured, by sending control 
packets, only when a link breaks.

3. Proactive Hard State
In this approach routes are reconfigured before a link breaks, and 
this can be achieved by using local prediction techniques based 
on GPS or signal strength.
The Hard-State approach is much more efficient in terms of 
overhead. In contrast, the Soft-State approach is much more 
efficient in terms of reliability (packet delivery ratio).

III. Work Done, Simulation Results and Discussion

A. Work Done
The network size is 1500m × 1500m area for scenario simulation. 
There is no network partitioning throughout the entire simulation. 
The data transmission rate (unicast and multicast) and data 
transmission rate for broadcast is 2Mbits/s. At physical layer PHY 
802.11b and at MAC layer MAC 802.11 is used. Multiple runs 
with different seed numbers are conducted for each scenario and 
collected data is averaged over those runs.
The main traffic source in the simulation is Constant Bit Rate 
(CBR) traffic. The senders and receivers are chosen randomly 
among multicast members. A member joins the multicast session 
at the beginning of the simulation and remains as a member 
throughout the simulation. The packet size without header is 512 
bytes. The length of the queue at every node is 50 Kbytes where 

all the packets are scheduled on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) basis. 
The parameters are summarized in Table.

Table 1: Summary of Simulation Environment

Parameters Values

Network Size 1500m × 1500m

Path Loss Model Two ray propagation 
model

Fading model None 

Physical Layer Protocol PHY 802.11b

Data Link Layer Protocol MAC 802.11s

Data rate 2Mbps

Shadowing model Constant

Channel frequency 2.4GHz

Number of source 1

Traffic model CBR

Multicast routing protocol ODMRP,MAODV

B. Steps Involved in Simulation
Creating a new scenario.1. 
Selecting no nodes.2. 
Assigning the properties of nodes.3. 
Selecting type of medium.4. 
Apply the application between desired nodes.5. 
Save the scenario and then check the output.6. 

C. Simulation Results
The performance of ODMRP, MAODV is investigated and analyzed 
based on the results obtained from the simulation. A number of 
experiments are performed to explore the performance of these 
protocols with respect to a number of parameters such as traffic 
load, mobility speed and node placement. Taking CBR as traffic 
model and uniform placement model the values of Throughput, 
Packet delivery ratio, End to End delay with respect to No of 
nodes and Mobility of nodes.

Fig. 1: Graph Shows Throughput (bits/s) vs. No. of Nodes
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Both Protocols show continuous rise in the Throughput as the 
no. of nodes increases from 10 to 50 but there is difference in the 
slope of both after the no. of nodes are 20. The slope of ODMRP 
is lower than that of MAODV.

Fig. 2: Graph Shows Throughput (bits/s) vs. Mobility (m/s)

Initially both the protocols shows decrease in throughput as the 
speed of the nodes are increased from 0 to 25 m/s. After that the 
ODMRP shows the steep increase in the throughput value till 
50 m/sec and it starts decreasing as the mobility increases. As 
compared to MAODV its value of throughput go on decreases 
but at the slower rate.

Fig. 3: Graph Shows Packet Delivery Ratio vs. No. of Nodes

Both the protocols show the constant rise in the PDR with increase 
in the no. of nodes but ODMRP crosses the MAODV at the 40 
landmark. 

Fig. 4: Graph ShowsPacket Delivery Ratio vs. Mobility (m/s)

Both routing protocols show opposite behavior in the above graph 
initially as the mobility increases PDR decreases for MAODV 
whereas the ODMRP shows slight increase in PDR value. Then 
afterwards the ODMRP starts decreasing and MAODV starts 
increasing but MAODV again start decreasing after next 25 m/s 
increase in mobility.

Fig. 5: Graph Shows End to End delay vs. No. of Nodes

Both the protocols show the constant rise in the ETED with 
increase in the no. of nodes but ODMRP crosses the MAODV 
at the 40 landmark. This implies that slope of ODMRP is greater 
than that of MAODV.

Fig. 6: Graph Shows End to End delay vs. Mobility

As seen in the graph with increase in mobility there is no effect 
on the value of end to end delay of ODMRP but the MAODV 
has high ETED as compared to ODMRP. MAODV shows 
varying increasing and decreasing value of ETED with increase 
in mobility. 

IV. Conclusion
In this article we provide descriptions of several mesh based and 
hybrid multicast routing schemes proposed for ad hoc mobile 
networks. We also provide a classification of multicast routing 
schemes according to network layer, topology used. Finally 
we concluded that it is not clear that any particular algorithm 
or class of algorithm is the best for all scenarios, each protocol 
has definite advantages and disadvantages, and is well suited for 
certain situations. The field of ad hoc mobile networks is rapidly 
growing and changing, and while there are still many challenges 
that need to be met.
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